
Mobile

Recycling

Whatever your needs, we have the 
JONSERED loading crane for you



Mobile JONSERED Recycling crane.
For scrap metal, ELV’s, unsorted waste, bulky waste, 
construction waste, paper, glass, garden and landscaping 
waste and much more……



Very high demands are 
made of cranes dealing with 
recycling and raw materials. We 
are not only talking about lifting, 

lowering and turning, but also increased 
pulling, pressing and dragging of the 

consignment. The JONSERED loading 
crane copes with these demands even 
over long periods. For decades JONSERED 
has stood for quality, reliability, speed and long 
working life.

The right crane gets 
fi rmly to grips 
with the con-
signment



JONSERED offers you a comprehensive range of 
6tm to 24tm cranes especially designed for use 
in recycling.

The JONSERED crane with its hydraulic plant, high 
power capacity and optimally tuned hydraulic 
cylinders, makes it possible to work very quickly and 
consistently. Second boom cylinders and hydraulic 
hoses are arranged at the side and at the top of the 
crane arm. This protects these components of the 
JONSERED crane from being damaged. The underside 
of the arm system remains free to allow unrestricted 
handling of the often bulky recycling material.



• High seat behind or to the side of the 
column, with option of no high seat

• Different column heights 
• Variable lengths of arm systems, e.g. 

removable lengthwise in the container.
• Double telescopes
• Mechanical control using manually 

operated levers, electro-hydraulically 
using joysticks or remote control by 
radio.

• Load-sensing hydraulic system (lower 
energy requirement, long working life, 
minimal oil heating).

• Tiltomatic hoisting device used for 
automatic 180 degree parking of the 
stabilizer legs.

• Comprehensive additional equipment 
contained in the detail and accessories 
for use in recycling work



For special use in mobile 
recycling we provide a suitable 
equipment warranty for the 
Jonsered loading crane and 
construction combinations 
using a shuttle system.





Loglift Jonsered Cranes Oy Ab
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Jonsered mobile recycling product range 
Boom capacity 
kNm, net

Std     DT 

Unloading
m, max.

Std     DT

Weight Kg.
with high seat 
and
supports
Std       DT

Feature

Std = Standard   DT = Double telescope

J690   60 7.0     1200  
J820   80     72 7.5     9.6 1780    1900
J920   95     89 7.9     9.7 1850    1960
J1020 102     92 7.9     9.6 1930    2030 
J1120Z 106 7.7     1995    Transverse seat 
J1300R 123    119 8.3     9.6 2050    2180
J1320Z 129    108 7.9     9.4 2100    2265

2185    2350
Transverse seat/ with supports. ET 370
Transverse seat/ with supports. B 4820

J1420 134    128 7.9     9.6 2085    2225
2170    2310

With supports ET 370
With supports B 4820

J1620Z 165    152 7.8     9.3 2300    2520
2500    2720

Transverse seat/ with supports. ET 450
Transverse seat/ with supports. B 5500

J1820 173    165 7.8     9.0 2450    2800
J2490 240    195 7.8     9.0 2675    3030

Notwithstanding technical changes in execution, pictures and text. 

15,500 kg total vehicle weight
  7,100 kg maximum load


